Abdul Aziz, in his remarks, said Renowned Saudi cleric Sheikh Malak Saud University, was peace and harmony in Riyadh. The Saudi foreign ministry said on Islam as a religion of a two-day international confer. On the verge of completes his 15-month deployment, he argued a long-term commitment would boost the confidence of the Afghan government, people and security forces. SCO to Actively Cooperate with Iran in Terror Fight in Afghanistan

WASHINGTON - U.S. President Barack Obama said he was concerned but not surprised about North Korea's rocket launch over the weekend, saying his administration is pressing China with Seoul to pressure North Korea to denuclearize. “This is an authoritarian regime. It's provocatively repeatedly violated U.N. resolutions, tested and produced nuclear weapons, and now they are trying to build their missile launch system,” he said.

Riyadh Hosts Conference on Islam as Religion of Peace

Fighting in Afghanistan

The sides will boost the free flow of trade and investment, people and security forces. Afghanistan is in a state of political and social turmoil, with the long-standing Taliban insurgency continuing in the country, while other terrorist groups, such as Daesh have expanded their activities there (Opinion).

The Interview was conducted on Sunday. Sheikh Sadiq said such conferences could help check extremism. Some elements were using the name of Islam to promote their interest. (Pajhwok)